Learner Profile: Joey
Strengths

How I Feel about Myself
and Learning (Multiple
Means of Engagement)

-

1. How I Process
Information (Multiple
Means of
Representation)

-

How I Express My
Learning (Multiple Means of
Action and Expression)

-

Challenges

I get excited about learning
new ideas
I feel I’m really curious and
creative
I like who I am
I am more engaged when
doing what I like

-

I understand math symbols
and concepts
I learn content better that
includes pictures
I enjoy learning new
vocabulary words
I believe I’m a good listener

-

I use technology to
communicate and create
I can create multimedia
presentations
I participate in group and
class discussions
I ask for help when I am
working on a task

-

-

-

-

Preferences & Needs

I get anxious when the
attention is on me
I can’t say what I’m thinking
very well
I worry too much
I feel overwhelmed much of
the time

-

I get anxious sometimes
when the attention is on
me.

I often don't understand
what others are telling me
I have trouble following
written directions
I have trouble focusing

-

Sometimes I can’t follow
written directions, and
listen to understand the
concept better.

-

I like using Prezi and
Google Platforms, and
Kami for editing PDF’s
I like using these programs
also to help my messy
handwriting, so it will be
easier for me to do projects

My problem-solving skills
could be improved
It is hard for me to say what I
am thinking
I have messy handwriting
I know what I read, but
cannot explain it well
I have trouble putting
thoughts to paper
I find note taking difficult

-

Words that describe me:

Creative, curious, funny, independent, nerdy, shy, leader, quiet, calm, friendly, listener, thinker, kind,
sensitive worrier

Interests, talents and
passions

Reading (fantasy and sci-fi), animals, technology, helping people, playing video games, playing board
games, hanging out with friends and family

Aspirations

Have a career in information technology

Tools, Apps, Resources That
I Use

Prezi, Google Docs, Google Keep for organization, Kami, GeoGebra

Strategies I Have Learned

SRSD Writing Process

